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OPERATORS ON BANACH ALGEBRA VALUED

FUNCTION SPACES

JOR-TING CHAN

Abstract. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let A be a
Banach algebra. Denote by C0(S, A) the Banach algebra of all A-valued
continuous functions vanishing at infinity on S. Properties of bounded
linear operators on Co (S, A), like multiplicativity, are characterized by
Choy in terms of their representing measures. We study these theorems
and give sharper results in certain cases.

1. Introduction

Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let A be a Banach algebra.

The Banach space (under the supremum norm) of all A-valued continuous func

tions vanishing at infinity on Swill be denoted Co(S, A). When A= <C, we simply

write it as C0(S). The dual and bidual of Co(S, A) are denoted by Cb(S,A) and

cg(S,A) respectively. Let B(S) be the u-algebra of all Borel subsets of S. To
every bounded linear operator T : Co(S, A) ---i, Co(S, A) there corresponds a

finitely additive operator valued mearsure m: B(S)--+- L(A,C~(S,A)) such that
TJ = fs fdm for all f E C0(S, A). (See for example [1]). This is called the

representing measure of T. If f is a complex function on S and if x E A, f®x
denote the function given by f @ x(s) = f(s)x for every s E S. When e~S,
1 is the characteristic function of e. Let e E B(S) and x E A, le®x can be
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viewed as an element in C~'(S, A) by (le®x)µ= fe xdµ. HereµE C~(S, A) is
identified as an A'-valued measure on S. We have T"(le®x) = m(e)x. One
may ask how properties of T are reflected in the representing measure m. This

has been the subject matter of papers like 圍 and [4] by Choy. Now Co(S, A)
is a Banach algebra under the pointwise multiplication. The biduals A" and
Ct(S, A) are again Banach algebras under the Arens product as defined in Bon
sall and Duncan [2, pp. 106-107]. The Arens product will play an important role

in the subsequent discussion. However we shall refer readers to [2] and use the

notations and properties given in the book without making any further reference.
The main result of [3) states that a bounded operator T is multiplicative,

i.e. T satisfies T(fg) = (Tf)(Tg) for all f,g E Co(S,A), if and only if the

representing measure m satisfies m(e1 n e2)(xy) = (m(e1)x)(m(e2)y) for 詛 x, y E

A and e1 ,e2 E B(S). Writing e1 = (e1屆 ）U (e1 n e2) and e2 =伍 \ei)U(e1 n1;2),
it can be easily verified that this latter condition is the same as

(1) (m(e1)x)(m(e2)Y) = 0 whenever e1 n e2 =</>,and
(2) m(e) is multiplicative for all e E B(S).

In the next section we prove that a bounded operator T satisfies condition

(1) above if and only if (Tf)(Tg) = 0 whenever fg = 0. We also prove that
when A is unital, condition (2) alone ensures that T is multiplicative.

In the last section we turn to multiplicatively symmetric operators (defined

below) and answer in negative a question raised in [4].

2. Multiplicative operators

Theorem 2.1. The operator T has the property that Jg=O implies (Tf)(Tg)

= 0 if and only if its representing measure m satisfies (m(e1)x)(m(e2)y) = 0

聶enever e1 n e2 =¢.

Proof. (Necessity) Let x, y E A and let e1 ,e2 E B(S) such that e1 n e2 = </>.
For everyµE Cb(S, A),

(m(ei)x)(m(e2)y)(µ) = T"(le1®x)T"(le2®y)(µ) =丨xdT'[T"le2®y, µ].
e1
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Let E > O. Choose a compact subset e~ ~e1, an open set et~ 吋 and an

fEC。(S) satisfying O~f~l, !lei = 1 and f = 0 outside e1 such that

IL xdT'[T"le, ©y,µ] - ls f©xdT'[T"le, ©y,µ]I < <.

Now fs f @xdT'[T"l的®y,µ] = [T"le2 @y,µ](Tf®x) = J紅 ydT'<µ,Tf®x >.
Take a compact subset e; 戶 e2, an open set e~ ~e; and a g E Co(S) such that

I L ydT'<µ, Tf©X >一丨~g®ydT'<µ, Tf®X > I < (.

\Ve have

I g 0 ydT'< /1, Tf®X > = <µ, Tf®X > (Tg®y) = 11((Tf@ X)(Tg®y)).
.s

l'Jow f and g can be chosen to satisfy (f@ x)(g@ y) = 0 and henceµ((Tf@

x)(Tg®y)) = 0. Since Eis arbitrary, v'.,e have (m(e1)x)(m(e2)Y) = 0.
(Sufftciency) Suppose that f,g E Co(S,A) satisfy Jg = 0. For every E >
o, by considering tl1e sets on which f, respectively g, are nonzero, and their
relative complements from each other, we can find disjoint subsets e1, · · ·, e1,

臣1,···,em,em+1,···,en E B(S) and X1,···,Xm,如1, .. ·, Yn E A such that

盯－立 e; ®Xi II <€, Ilg - 立 辶®Yill <€ and
i=l j=l+I

(le; ®xi)(lei @Yi) = 0 for every i = 1, · · ·, m and j = l + 1, · · ·, n.

Then (m(ei)xi)(m(ej比）= 0 and therefore

IITJTgll
m m n m

=ll(L m(ei)xi + (Tf - 芷m(ei)xi)))(L m(ej)Yi + (Tg - 芷 m(ei)Yi))II
i=l i=l j=l+l j=l+l

<EllT伯 (11111 + IIY]I +€).

Since f arbitrary, TJTg = 0.
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Regarding the condition (2) described in the·introduction,-we first show that
this property alone is not enough to guarantee that T is multiplicative.

Example 2.2. Let S = {句，s2} be a two point set and identify C(S, A)
with A x A. We shall construct multiplicative operators <.p, 心 ：A "'""'A such
that <.p 十 心 is multiplicative while (<.px)(i.py) f O for some x, y E A. Then

T: C(S,A)"'""'C(S,A) defined by T(x,y) = (i.p(x)+'lj)(y),O) has representing

measure m given by m({s1})(x) = (i.p(x), 0) and m({毋）(x) = (7/)(x),O). So
m satisfies condition (2), but by Theorem 2.1, T is not multiplicative. Let
A be<C3 with a multiplication defined by (a,b,c)·(a',b',c') = (0,0,ab'- ba').
Under the usual !2-norm, A is a Banach algebra. Let <.p be the identity map

on A and 心 be given by 7/)(a,b,c) = (O,a,0). Then <.p 十 心 is multiplicative and

cp(l,0,0)心(1,0,0) = (0,0, 1).
When A is unital we have

Theorem 2.3. If A is a unital Banach algebra, then T : Co(S, A) -+

Co(S, A) is multiplicative if and only if its repr~senting measure m has the prop

erty that m(e) is multiplicative for every e E B(s).

Proof. We need only prove the sufficiency. Suppose that e1 and e2 are
disjoint subsets in B(S), we claim that (m(e1)x)(m(e2)y) = 0 for every x, y E A.

Let i be the unit element in A. Then m(e1)i,m(e2)i and m(e1)i + m(e2)i

are all idempotents. It follows that (m(e1)i)(m(e2)i) + (m(e2)i)(m(e1)i) =
0. Multiplying both sides from the left by (m(et)i) yields (m(e1)i)(m(e2)i) +

(m(e1)i)(m(e2)i)(m(e1)i) = 0. If we multiply the same element on the right, we

get (m(e1)i)(m(e2)i)(m(e1)i) + (m(e2)i)(m(ei)i) = 0. Hence (m(e1)i)(m(e2)i) -

(m(e2)i)(m(e1)i) = 0. Thus we have (m(e1)i)(m(e2)i) = 0. So for every
x, y EA,

(m(e1)x)(m(e2)Y) = (m(e1)x)(m(e面）(m(e2)i)(m(e2)Y) = 0.

Theorem 2.4. If A is a unital C* -algebra or if A is a commutative C* -

algebra, then Ton Co(S,A) is a *-algebra homomorphism if and only if m(e) is
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a *-algebra homomorphism for every e E B(S).

Proof. By [3, Theorem 3.3], Tis involution preserving if and only if m(e)

is involution preserving for every e E B(S). Together with Theorem 2.3, the
result follows in the unital case. In case A is a commutative C* -algebra, it suf

fices to prove that if m(e) is a *-algebra homomorphism for every e E B(S),

(m(e1)x)(m(e2)y) = O whenever e1 and e2 are disjoint sets in B(S) and x,y 2'.: 0.

Using the fact that m(e1),m(e2) and m(e1) + m(e2) are multiplicative, we

get (m(e1)x)(m(e2)y) + (m(e2)x)(m(e1)y) = 0. But from our assumpt10n on
m, the elements m(e1)x, m(e2)y are positive. So are (m(e1)x)(m(e2)Y) and

(m(e2)x)(m(e1)y). It follows that (m(ei)x)(m(e2)Y) = 0.

3. Multiplicatively symmetric operators

A bounded linear operator T : C0(S, A)~Co(S, A) is said to be multi

plicatively symmetric ifT(JTg) = T((Tf)g) for every J,g E Co(S,A). In [4,
Theorem 2.2] Choy proved that a one-to-one linear operator T is multiplica

tively symmetric if and only if (le1®x)(m(e2)Y) = (m(e1)x)(柘 ®y) for every
e1冷 E B (suppm) and x, y E A. He asks whether the conclusion still holds if T
is not assumed to be one-to-one. We show that the assumption 1s essential.

Example 3.1. Let A be妒 with the corrdinatewise multiplication and let

S be any compact Hausdorff space. A function f E C(S,A) can be identified

in the obvious way as an ordered pair (fi,h) with fi,h E C(S). Define T by
T(fi, h) = (0, Ji). Then T is multiplicatively symmetric but not one-to-one.

We have supp(m) = S. But if we let e1 = e2 = S, x = (1,2) and Y = (2, 1),
Then (le1®x)(m(e2)Y) = (0,4) f; (0, 1) = (m(e1)x)(le2®y).

It may be desirable to have a description of multiplicatively symmetric op-

erators in terms of their representing measures, but we have not been able to

obtain a reasonably simple formula.
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